Pandemic and Building Boom Leads to
Spike in Material Prices
Prices of both lumber and steel have been surging
over the last year as the global pandemic creates
major supply chain issues as residential and
commerciall
construction
continue
booming
throughout much of the country. Residential
construction starts in the northeast were up almost
70% at the end of 2020 while commercial construction
continues to work through a historic boom.
These factors led to a 73% spike in softwood lumber
prices in the last year according to the Producer Price
Index from January 2021. Iron and steel scrap has
surged 50.8% in the last 12 months, including a 25.8%
jump from November to December, followed by
another 20.6% jump from December to January.

Obligations
Commercial leasing attorneys have long expected a
case to clarify the impact state-ordered shutdowns
rent. Now a MA
Superior Court Judge has
obligation to pay rent for any period that government
orders issued in response to the COVID-19 crisis
prohibited the consumption of food and beverages on
the premises.
The facts of the case regarded a
obligation to pay rent despite a ban on in-person
dining. The judge ruled that at least from March 24 to
June 22, 2020 the state
-person
dining prevented the tenet from utilizing the space
beine leased and therefore relieved them of the
obligation to pay.
The decision represents a game-changer according to
commercial real estate attorneys and Boston attorney
Andrea L. Martin, who represented Caffé Nero, thinks
this
Martin, a defense attorney, said the result in the case

A recent National Association of Home Builders
analysis found that spikes in softwood lumber prices in
have caused the price of an average, new single-family
home to increase by nearly $16,000. In addition, the
high demand and supply chain issues for building
materials have led to price gains in other areas like
drywall, copper, steel studs and even vinyl siding.
So how are contractors dealing with this lack of
materials? For those struggling with material prices on
existing projects, some are attempting to increase
efficiency or lower labor costs. Others are seizing the
opportunity to try out different materials.
These price fluctuations have increased the need for
contractors to be nimble in their bidding and mindful
of their contract langauge. Contractors bidding well in
make their price quotes valid for a shorter period of
time and also build in contract language protecting
themselves from major price fluctuations in the event
that a spike occurs during a project.

Specifically, the lease provided that the tenant could
Caffé NeroThese use provisions are common in commercial
leases and will likely apply to other businesses outside
of food and beverage only. In a similar vein, many
luxury-brands have
5th Avenue citing frustration of purpose based on
orders to limit non-essential shopping.
The major impact of this decision will be felt by
building owners. In the short term, landlords are now
open to litigation for rent relief and lease
reinstatement if the lease has been terminated. While
the long term impact will require building owners and
commercial real estate attorneys to build this risk into
the pricing of their properties as well as the terms of
their leases.
There is no doubt it will take a long time for the
impacts of the pandemic shut down to play out and be
priced into the commerical real estate market and it
may be even longer before those impacts work their
way down to commercial construction.

